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President
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Is the continued migration of city dwellers to the suburbs an indicator of the low value
ascribed to America’s cities? If so, that negative judgment is endorsed by score-keeping, ranging
from the Census to the daily economic reports and news, all of which give low marks, on the
whole, to the nation’s largest cities. However, the environmental and economic assets of
existing communities of all sizes are significant. Quality of life factors—such as a clean
environment, convenience and access, workforce, and job availability—are assets that can return
vibrant life and hope to our cities and all their residents.
These factors help explain why people choose to stay in core urban areas, as well as the
attraction of these areas to immigrants, to businesses, and to developers of new markets. New
incentives, including information technology, public policy and new kinds of transactions can be
designed to help capture these hidden values. As this occurs, it will be to the benefit of
communities, their residents and institutions. Achieving these benefits can occur once we
recognize the assets of cities and regions, remove the barriers to asset valuation, and implement
new tools to gain marketplace recognition of these assets held in common.
.
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I.

The Tangible Assets of Cities

Cities and regions have a variety of intrinsic values. Some of these are quite tangible, such as the
aggregated purchasing power of families and households, or the value of in-place infrastructure
for utilities and municipal services. Others are intangible in nature but still quite real and
valuable: a sense of community and place, as evidenced by organizations committed to that
area’s future, or historic preservation, and quality of life, respectively. By recognizing and
valuing both kinds of assets, new strategies can be crafted to capture these benefits and use the
resultant resources for community renewal and reinvestment.
This approach has a tradition. When coffee first came to London in 1696, a smart
entrepreneur named Edward Lloyd spotted the opportunity to service the needs of ship owners at
the docklands. He observed them taking bets on the disposition of their cargoes and voyages, and
decided to build a coffeehouse at that location. By providing a place to meet convivially and
chalkboards on which to record their wagers, a new market mechanism for keeping score of risks
was created. Seventy-five years later, his descendants sold shares in the enterprise, and Lloyd’s
of London (and the insurance industry) was born.1
Lloyd and his partners invented a way of collectively addressing hidden assets. Having
identified that risk was real and that risk reduction was desirable, the creation of a score keeping
mechanism made it possible to invest in the opportunity to share these risks together. Market
development can occur when these conditions (disclosure and score keeping on hidden assets,
new transactions to internalize these factors explicitly, and mechanisms for value-capture) are
present. In the interests of community improvement, it behooves us to try and identify the
hidden assets of cities and regions.
Some of these assets are tangible, and some are intangible. Tangibility refers not only to
measurement, per se, but rather to how real the asset appears to concerned parties. A question
posed by John Kenneth Galbraith in 1958, is still relevant today: which is the more valuable
investment by a company, the investment in a product, or the resources invested in advertising
and promoting that product?2 Gary Becker, in work for which he eventually shared a Nobel
Prize, estimated that the skills and training that generate present and future earnings represent
three-quarters of the nation’s wealth.3 Michael Sherraden of Washington University, and Bob
Friedman of the Corporation for Enterprise Development, have used these observations to fuel
the movement towards the creation of “individual development accounts” to help needy families
generate the savings which can build this kind of more intangible but vitally needed human
capital asset.4
At the level of community, Roger Bolton of Williams College has developed a
framework for understanding how assets held in common, whether those as tangible as long term
investments in roads or infrastructure, or as intangible as a sense of place, are very bit as real as
those held by individuals and corporations.5 In this regard, he notes that the failure to treat
concepts such as community and the sense of place as real within economic analysis would be as
absurd as failing to count reputation and goodwill on a corporate balance sheet.6 Albert Einstein
once noted, not all that counts can be measured, and not all that is measured counts. There are at
least ten major tangible assets intrinsic to urban areas today:
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1.
Urban Purchasing Power
The purchasing power of older and of lower income areas is undervalued. There are at least two
reasons why this is so.
The first reason is that typical market assessments use household income as the indicator
of market capacity. This kind of assessment neglects the fact that the density of these areas is
usually quite high. Recent analysis by Shorebank found that Chicago’s South Shore community
has twice the purchasing power per square mile than does all of the North Shore’s Kenilworth,
Chicago’s “wealthiest community” (as measured by income alone).7
The second reason is that lower income communities have a higher fraction of cash
transactions than for the economy at large. Since cash transactions tend to be undercounted,
market potential is again underestimated.8
Because of the failure of the retail market to develop or re-develop in lower income areas,
significant retail purchasing power is “leaking” out of these neighborhoods rather than being
cost-effectively served by new facilities within the communities themselves. Michael Porter and
the Boston Consulting Group found that the poorest seventeen zip codes in Chicago have a retail
gap against consumer demand of at least $1.8 Billion.9 The total purchasing power within a twomile radius of a single rail transit stop in low-income West Garfield Park is $2 Billion a year.10
The sponsors of each study are pursuing a strategy of using their findings to mobilize
investment. Shorebank Advisory Services’ “Neighborhood Markets” group is initiating a new
type of market research service to provide advance intelligence on emerging markets.11 The
Initiative for a Competitive Inner City is advising national retailers on the location of significant
service gaps, and the Local Initiatives Support Corporation is linking national retailers with
capital, locations and community development capacity.12 And CNT has formed a partnership
with Chicago United and Hispanic Housing Development. Known as Connections for
Community Ownership, this venture was launched to link retail franchisers with minority
entrepreneurs willing to locate within inner city transit-oriented development districts in
Chicago. This is being done in conjunction with the “greenlining” of the Chicago Transit
Authority.13
Interestingly, in a sense none of this recent activity is “brand-new.” Prior to the rapid
expansion of automobile ownership and roadway investment, the expenditure density associated
with potential transit stop locations at activity centers helped justify transit system expansion in
most American communities.14 More recently, part of the winning argument (circa 1973) in
favor of preventing the original South Shore National Bank from leaving their community
(presented by Northwestern Kellogg School dean Al Drebin and Touche Ross managing partner
Dennis Chookazian, later CEO of CNA Financial) was that the income, savings and expenditure
densities existed for profitability and therefore a proposed relocation abrogated the bank’s
responsibility to serve.15
The Comptroller of the Currency agreed, and what become the
community development financial institution movement was born.
2.
Concentrated Workforce
Official reports of the locations of greatest job growth contribute to the impression that most job
openings are located far from where the people are who need work
4

Some evidence indicates that modest improvements in transportation access can
overcome those spatial mismatches. A study performed for Metra, Chicagoland’s commuter rail
agency, found that the Franklin Park stop near O’Hare Airport had an excess of 60,000
manufacturing jobs over workforce, measured within a two-mile radius of the stop. The same
line served the inner city Humboldt Park community, whose stop had a job deficit against a
workforce of 25,000, also measured within a two-mile station radius. An extra train scheduled at
an earlier time enabled reverse commuters to show up for first shift on time and increased job
access. The early train paid for itself in fares.16
This example may have larger implications for our welfare-to-work policy. The Bureau
of Labor Statistics projects 50 million job openings nationwide in the next ten years; however, 35
million of these are replacement jobs, mostly located in older, central city or older suburban
locations.17 A widely accepted estimate is that businesses typically move only twice during their
lifetime.18 If we take the time to understand where these more traditional, better paying
opportunities are located, it may not be necessary to focus our welfare-to-work policy on edge
city, spatially mismatched locations (that is, getting former welfare recipients to the newest
suburban business developments).
In St. Louis, a metropolitan Jobs Initiative (one of six supported by the Annie E. Casey
Foundation) analyzed the potential for focusing on both new jobs and on replacement jobs, and
found that including replacement jobs in the analysis helped identify many more good paying
opportunities than revealed by traditional analysis alone.19 This understanding has led to a
commitment to using the area’s MetroLink light rail system as the core of a “welfare to work
without a car” strategy. Similar analysis is underway in Seattle, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Philadelphia, and Miami, among other places.
3.
Mass Transit Systems
Transit can potentially offer excellent access to jobs, schools, and retail services. From 1950 to
1990, residential density in Chicago dropped from 16,000 to 12,000 people per square mile,
while density more than tripled in surrounding Cook County and the counties beyond.
Nevertheless, out of a total of 7.5 million people in the greater Chicago region, 5.5 million still
live in Cook County’s 800 square miles. Most of Cook County’s residents, 2.8 million people,
live in Chicago’s 221 square miles. While the balance of the region’s population (8 million total
minus 5.5 million in Cook County) reside in the “collar” counties, which cover 2,400 square
miles, the majority live in more compact towns, villages and satellite cities.20
As a result, most of the region’s residents live in areas with sufficient density to support
mass transit, and the areas where most residents choose to live enjoy this amenity. They also
enjoy the benefit of needing a full car per-household less than peer communities lacking the
benefits of proximity, access and good transit.21
Mass transit that spans a region is a good example of an asset held in common by city
communities and by suburbs. In Chicago, a concerted coalition of inner-ring suburban mayors
and inner-city community leaders halted the proposed demolition of the oldest elevated line on
the system. The appropriately renamed Green Line became the core of Chicago’s empowerment
zone and of west suburban Oak Park's successful downtown redevelopment. Joint planning
5

around the resultant transit oriented district at each station has enabled continued reinvestment at
both city and suburban stops along this line.22
More generally, the stations (or in the case of bus service, the stops) are an undervalued
asset.23 In Chicago, there are approximately four hundred rail stations and thousands of busy
bus stops. These historically were the cores of busy commercial and activity centers. The
accessibility provided by proximity to transit service translates into tangible community and
area-wide benefits.
The annual Emerging Real Estate Trends by PricewaterhouseCoopers continues to rate
mass transit quality as one of the five defining characteristics of strong real estate markets.24
And it is no coincidence that most of the six “gateway cities” to which the majority of “new
Americans” are immigrating are well served by bus or rail. Evidence collected by Dowell Myers
indicates that immigrant willingness to forgo automobile expense is a major factor in the high
homeownership rates experienced in these communities (see section on race and poverty,
below).25
4.
Accessibility
There is significant accessibility offered by the city center and by its older, traditional suburbs
and satellite cities. However, because the costs of transportation are not scored, there is
significant undervaluation of the benefits of this convenience. New geographic information
systems and associated analytic tools are starting to clarify the incidence of transportation
expenditures as a function of location and access.
Transportation costs, including investments in cars and related services, such as
maintenance, insurance, and fuel, are now the “number two” U.S. household expense (just
behind housing) outstripping spending for food, medical care, and clothing.26 An accurate,
mapped, geographic-score keeping system can assess the tangible benefits of access and provide
a consistent valuation of these benefits to apply to qualifying ratios for home mortgages.
Committees of lenders and planners, in conjunction with the Federal National Mortgage
Association, have crafted underwriting standards to account for these benefits. As a result, these
“location-efficient mortgages” will be offered starting this year in Chicago, Los Angeles, and
Seattle. Agencies in other metropolitan regions including Miami, Portland, San Francisco, St.
Louis, and Milwaukee are each planning similar programs.27
The underwriting of a location efficient mortgage counts the benefit of access as the
equivalent of disposable income. This recognition increases credit availability by $25,000 to
$35,000 for a first-time homebuyer. This has the effect of lowering the minimum income needed
to purchase a home by $5,000 and could result in a 5 percent increase in the home ownership rate
in each participating region. The benefits of shifting household expenditures from transportation
to homeownership include shifting from depreciating personal property and services to
appreciating real property, from higher to lower maintenance expense, and from polluting to
non-polluting investments.28
A bonus that results from creating the systems to track actual transportation demand in
places is location-efficient or so-called “green” automobile insurance. Networks of membership
affinity groups being assembled by large public interest organizations such as the Surface
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Transportation Policy Project in Washington and the Conservation Law Foundation in Boston
represent already aggregated buying power. Working with national automobile insurers,
proposals are being crafted for basing insurance rates on the relatively lower risk factors
associated with lower automobile use.29 A family typically paying $2000 per year could see an
immediate drop to $1300 for the same coverage due to the adoption of location-efficient
underwriting.30
5.
Abandoned and Under-used Land
Many cities have vast tracts of abandoned and under-utilized land including abandoned parking
lots and shopping centers. In 1995, for example, more than 3,800 abandoned first-generation
shopping centers dotted the nation’s inner cities.31 While local land reform movements have
spurred some reinvestment, only in a few cities has reinvestment been undertaken on a large
scale.
Leading re-developers of older urban and suburban areas were asked (in events sponsored
by the Urban Land Institute, the MacArthur Foundation, the Smart Growth Network, and others)
where they look for their best opportunities. The almost unanimous opinion (driven by the
favorable economics associated with existing infrastructure) was “already-serviced land” (that
is, land already connected by infrastructure such as roads, and utility lines for gas, telephone,
electricity, water and sewer service), as represented by “excess parking capacity” and “first
generation shopping centers.”32 When asked what the principal barriers are to using such
spaces, the most commonly cited are “transaction costs” associated with “land assembly” and
“information access.”
There are several approaches to addressing these challenges to take advantage of
abandoned land. One approach is to develop systems that track property ownership and
conditions that increase public accountability or responsible performance and market awareness
of potential property availability. Three good examples of such systems are The Neighborhood
Early Warning System (NEWS) in Chicago, Neighborhood Knowledge Los Angeles (NKLA),
and the Pittsburgh Regional Industrial Site Evaluation System (Pittsburgh RISES). Each program
has developed the systems that community organizations, real estate investors and public
agencies can use to “connect the dots” between physical condition and owner performance.33
Another is to identify new market tools for financing reuse, such as through the creation
of an intermediary to enable the necessary partnership financing. Several institutional investors
(for example, Columbus Real Estate Investment Trust in Dallas, Arcadia Development in New
Mexico and Nokomura Bank) are modifying their investment policies to enter this market.34
A third approach that encompasses both the element of opportunity recognition and of
value capture is to develop specialized capacity to address environmental contamination, known
as land recycling or brownfields redevelopment. New intermediary organizations developing
capital access systems for reinvestment in contaminated industrial properties include the
California Center for Land Recycling, Phoenix Land Recycling in Pennsylvania, and the
Brownfields Institute in Chicago.35
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6.
Underutilized infrastructure
Because of their loss of population over the past decades, most cities have underutilized
infrastructure that could become the basis for a new collaborative, market-based approach to
housing development.
An interesting and relevant question for any region is how much of the expected growth
can be accommodated by land that is already serviced? Analysis in Chicago was performed using
the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission’s digitized land use inventory. The results
suggest that the region’s communities can accommodate the entire expected growth (700,000
households over the next 20 years) within walking or shuttle distance of existing mass transit
under current zoned densities.36 At the national level, restructuring activities of entire industries
such as utilities and railroads are creating newly orphaned land resources. One option for longterm metropolitan planning is to focus on these newly available lands. In some cases, already
assembled rights-of-way could represent joint-stakes opportunities for coalitions of multiple
municipalities and communities within regions along such corridors.
7.
In-Place Infrastructure with Underutilized Carrying Capacity
These in-place investments include water, sewer, gas, electric, telecommunications, roads and
mass transit systems. The Wharton Real Estate Center estimates the value of this infrastructure in
the nine largest cities alone at $1.6 Trillion.37 Disinvestment and underutilization result in the
premature write-off of these valuable assets, while maintenance of over-built systems leads to
excess customer charges and taxes.38
The cost savings of new development in previously used lands also are worth considering
explicitly. The costs of “hooking up” the “next” home developed can be defined as the
“marginal costs” of new infrastructure to convert a farm or a ranch into a subdivision. This cost
is approximately $60,000 per dwelling unit, while the associated cost in the same region to
upgrade infrastructure to connect that same home to existing systems may be less than $10,000.
The metropolitan areas of both Chicago and South Florida are each expected to grow by 2
million new persons over the next 20 years. In each case, the net saving which results from
accommodating the expected new population where we can maximize existing infrastructure use
is between $35 and $50 billion.39
8.
Already Assembled Rights-of-Way
In addition to the tangible assets represented by physical infrastructure, centralized systems all
bring with them the more intangible asset of being sited on already assembled rights-of-way.
American cities and suburbs were developed on grid-like patterns. Common area physical
assets were located along the grid lines. These assets included roads, streetcar and railroad lines,
and utility transmission and distribution lines for gas, oil, electric, water, sewer and
telecommunications services.40
These patterns resulted in the benefits of enormous efficiencies in the delivery of goods
and services, and in economies of scale. The explicit recognition of these benefits occurred
through multi-generation investments in these systems, and in the organizations (both
governmental and non-governmental) that facilitated and developed alongside. Continued
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investment in these kinds of systems has advantaged European cities over their American
counterparts. Pietro Nivola has documented how American public policies and investment
practice have for four decades undercut these inherent economic benefits.41
A good example of reinvestment in these rights of way relates to the modern
telecommunications industry. Access to high quality capacity is limited by available bandwidth.
While expanded use of microwave and satellite communications can address some of the
apparent capacity gap, the frequency spectrum for transmission is a fixed commodity. However,
there is virtually no limit to the amount of glass fiber that can be installed. The trick is to find
places to lay it in, and to provide access to the “last mile” of service directly to homes and
businesses, which is where underutilized existing rights of way become relevant.42
The majority of American communities are not yet wired for wide-spectrum
telecommunications. There is no plan yet in sight to guarantee that the “last mile” of highcapacity hookup will reach older and lower income communities, who will nonetheless help pay
for system upgrade and modernization. 43 In places as diverse as Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami,
and St. Louis, transit agencies have leased rights-of-way to new telecommunications providers
for high capacity fiber optic carriers. In Los Angeles and St. Louis, and in fourteen communities
in Ohio, partnerships with telecom providers have resulted in neighborhood-based telework
centers that combine training, work, and access opportunities.44 Oil pipeline companies in
Southern California have provided right-of-way space for these functions. In several cases this
occurred at low-cost or no cost as part of a settlement for environmental damages. In Tulsa,
leasing of unused “wildcat” producer pipeline space has resulted in that city enjoying the largest
base of airline reservations’ jobs in the country.45
It is instructive to distinguish between the types of expanded uses for existing rights-of
way. Some are being used for their originally intended purposes. For example, old spaces
originally set aside by portions of freight rail operations by national shippers have become
“orphaned” properties due to industry restructuring and/or abandonment of service territory. In
many cases, these “short lines” of between 1 and 300 miles in length have become profitable
stand-alone operations providing valuable links to the national intermodal (truck and train)
shipping system. In other cases, freight line abandonment has resulted in the development of
recreational trails, and greenways providing valuable ecosystem services including habitat, flood
protection, and aquifer (water supply) recharge pathways.46
9.
Efficient Resource Use
Lower-density and newer communities require more natural resources and produce more of the
growth in pollutants than do older and denser ones. The compact nature of urban living makes
recycling of consumer wastes easier than in sparsely populated areas. Compact areas also allow
for easier exchange of industrial wastes between firms (one firm’s waste is often another firm’s
gold, this is the theory behind the design and siting of “eco-industrial” parks).47
Increasingly, materials are being moved out of the earth’s crust and stored in man-made
structures. Most of these structures are in urban centers. Buildings, infrastructure or scrap piles
in metropolitan areas contain most of the materials ever mined out which are still in reusable
condition.48 Analysts and activists look at these material deposits as the “mines” of the future.49
Interestingly, all structures age and require maintenance, if not eventual replacement. Each
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metropolitan area has the resources necessary to develop recycling industries, regardless of
whether or not an area is close to natural resource deposits or currently has industrial materials
processing capacity.
From where does the demand for these “used” or secondary materials originate? The
good news is, everywhere. Over the past forty years the portions of major commodities, which
came from secondary or used materials increased significantly. Today 8% of construction
minerals, 25% of paper and fiberboard, 30% of aluminum, 33% of copper, 40% of tin, 51% of
steel and 78% of lead are derived from recycling. Scrap or secondary materials are the source of
over half of all metals used in the United States.50 The differences between 100% and each of
these respective figures are the prospective market sizes for increased secondary materials use.
The locations of human settlements and the locations of industry are, for the most part, the
locations of materials demands. This is why metropolitan regions are the logical locus of
materials markets. There are at least three benefits associated with finding new uses for used
materials First, such use replaces depleted domestic raw materials sources with new domestic
sources, rather than with distant foreign sources or deeply located natural resources in
environmentally sensitive areas. Second, recycling reduces the demand for energy needed to
process raw materials into finished products by up to 95%. Third, these activities reduce the
spatial mismatch between materials sources and destinations.
Seventy percent of mineral materials used in the US economy are for construction.51
Since urban communities use fewer roads, sewers and power line on a per capita basis, materials
use is more efficient than in sprawl development. For example, the Bureau of Mines found that
per capita use of construction minerals in densely populated Cook County was 4½ tons per year.
In sparsely populated nearby Lake County the annual rate was 11 tons.52 Urban centers also
provide specialized opportunities to extend the life of major industrial equipment such as engines
and motors.53 Researchers at Boston University have just compiled a first-time census of these
re-manufacturing industries, and find total direct employment to be at least 468,000, more than
the entire domestic steel industry.54 Finally, there is some evidence that compact urban areas
may use less energy per capita for heating, cooling and transportation. Centralization tends to
reduce reliance on transportation because of the closer proximity of producers and consumers.
The use of higher-density and multi-story buildings (both office and apartment housing) reduces
materials used due to shared infrastructure, and energy resources due to shared heat.55
10.
Surprising biodiversity and natural capital
At least in agricultural regions, urban areas may preserve the best remnants of biodiversity. In
many cases, the monoculture of agriculture has removed most complex habitats. In these cases,
some of the best uncultivated land is close to urban centers. The examples examined here each
represent a region with very large species diversity and urban/industrial character.
A good example of this is the relationship between urbanized South Florida, on that
state’s eastern shore, and the Everglades to the west. Fueled by concern about urban
encroachment, a Governor’s Commission for a Sustainable South Florida recommended an
“Eastward Ho!” strategy to promote reinvestment within that area’s traditional settlements.
Polling there indicates strong support for this action. A multi-stakeholder “Sustainable
Everglades Initiative” has helped build connections between environmental and urban
10

constituencies. Also, the recently established Smart Growth Center will further connections in
this activity between market-based and community-based actors.56
Another good example is Chattanooga. Thirty years ago the area had the dubious
distinction of the nation’s worst air quality problem. Action to reverse this rating succeeded.
Success led the way to industrial retention and to a civic commitment to environmental
restoration in the city and along the Tennessee Valley generally. The city has won national and
international recognition for its successful efforts in this regard: its “Sustainable Chattanooga”
theme is notable for shared leadership with traditional interests including the Chamber of
Commerce.57
Yet a third example is in the Calumet region spanning southeast Chicago and northwest
Indiana along the southern end of Lake Michigan. Interestingly, this year marks the onehundredth anniversary of the initial University of Chicago studies of the Dunes by Henry
Cowles, which led to the modern study of ecology.58 This region is home to both thirty-seven
endangered species and to one quarter of the nation’s steel-making capacity. Three decades of
continued new federal, state and local designations, including National Park, national lakeshore,
state parks, and wildlife refuges, recognize the necessary co-existence of both natural and human
capital assets.59 Recently, over seventy government and non-governmental organizations formed
the Chicago Region Biodiversity Council. They have recognized the common biological heritage
of an area spanning southeastern Wisconsin, northeastern Illinois, and northwestern Indiana.
They have designated this area “Chicago Wilderness: A Regional Nature Preserve.”60
There are additional benefits associated with natural capital, open space and watersheds
associated with urbanized areas. Tangible benefits which are well-documented and “monetized”
for their direct value include: property value enhancement; human health benefits; recreation
and spending; tourism; infrastructure savings due to flood control; urban forests and “heat
island” mitigation which reduces air conditioning expense and energy use; public expenditures
and job creation.
These are all in addition to the more intangible benefits of historic
preservation, environmental protection and ecosystem enhancement, and furtherance of a sense
of place.61
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II.

Barriers to Valuing the Assets of Cities

What are the limits of performing this kind of asset inventory? Why, if the news about urban
assets is potentially so good, do the public reports about cities and communities sound so
challenging? What kinds of challenges do we face in trying to use this kind of asset-based
approach? What are the barriers to a conservationist approach to systems development: making
the most of existing social and economic networks and transactions? Such barriers include:
1.
The speed of disinvestment from older to newer communities
In Chicago the region’s land use grew by 50% from 1970-1990 and daily vehicle-miles of travel
increased 49% while population grew by only 4%. During the same time frame metropolitan
Cleveland spread out by 33% while its population dropped 8%. Philadelphia grew 32% and
population grew 3%. San Francisco grew 45% against a population increase of 40%. In metro
Seattle the figures were an 87% land increase vs. a 36% population growth. Baltimore’s land use
grew 101% against an 8% population increase. And metropolitan Los Angeles spread out 300%
while the population grew 45%. This particular “sweepstakes” was won by (a) metro St. Louis,
which lost half its central city population, still increased overall population by 35%, and
experienced a 354% increase in utilized land; and (b) metropolitan Atlanta, which in the last ten
years converted the largest amount of farmland, 1.1 million acres, to development, resulting in a
twenty-county metropolitan statistical area.62
Whether population is growing, stable or shrinking, we are spreading out. The
“independent variables” of public policy (subsizidizing of new infrastructure and built-in
regional tax base inequities), marketplace practice, and shifting demographics (aging,
immigration, and the “baby boom echo”) are leaving their footprint on the land, and on our sense
of community. The speed at which this occurs outstrips the rate at which current policy and
investment toolkits can cope.
At the same time, abandonment of older, central cities and “inner-ring” suburban areas
have led to the all-too-familiar picture of vast tracts of central area abandonment. This has
occurred even in the face of continued demand for developed land. Both metropolitan sprawl and
older area abandonment are flip sides of the same phenomenon—the failure to renew our
existing systems and places. It is been estimated that land in America is being consumed at three
12

times the rate of household formation.63 A rule of thumb might be that for every 1% increase in
use of land for development, daily metropolitan vehicle miles-traveled increases also by
approximately 1%.64 The well-publicized tracking of transportation congestion in metropolitan
America too easily masks the under-reported continued transportation efficiencies of older and
existing communities.65
2.
The failure to count the full cost of infrastructure for new development
If it costs $60,000 to service a new home in a previously undeveloped space, and only $10,000 to
service that home in an existing community, then there is a $50,000 net advantage associated
with the latter choice. The extra cost associated with the so-called “greenfield” site is a hidden
liability. The failure to disclose and charge for the full cost of hooking up development
disadvantages relatively efficient and accessible communities, both in central cities and in their
older surrounding suburbs, where households own a full automobile per-household less than in
the economy at large.
As sprawl continues people spend more time traveling longer. The average American
now spends more time on the road than eating. Recent market research as reported in American
Demographics magazine is titled “Fat Road Wallets”.66 Goods need to move farther to connect
demand and supply, and we are losing our sense of connection to place and to marketplace. One
indicator of this is that work-related trips have dropped in thirty years from over one-third to less
than one-fifth of the total travel. The balance of trips taken was short trips for shopping,
recreational, school and social purposes. 67
As we undercut our efficient development patterns and access, we increase our air and
water pollution and health risks, and increase our contribution to global warming and more
localized climate instability. And as economic networks become globalized, a new generation of
civic leaders becomes increasingly less connected to the sense of “why here.”
There is a resurgence of research on the “costs of sprawl” and there are healthy debates
around these costs in virtually every jurisdiction in the country. However, there is virtually no
analogous research on the “benefits of reuse,” and this lack hampers systematic comparison of
the relative merits of different growth patterns.
There are also split incentives for considering these merits. There may well be benefits at
the regional level of reinvesting generally in older, serviced land versus those associated with
spreading out. However, these benefits may not be easily apparent, and there may be
disincentives to investing in this apparently more beneficial manner.68 Some of these barriers
relate to the need of individual jurisdictions to generate tax revenue. Another hurdle is the
source of revenue used to invest in infrastructure. Revenue may be more available for new
infrastructure than for its maintenance. The rules on use of funds for infrastructure differ
between federal, state and local public sources and most utility services. Publicly regulated
utilities are private corporations with yet another set of rules. Competition between jurisdictions
within a region may be excessive. The hidden asset is multi-jurisdictional in location and so are
the potential benefits. Since there is no value-capture mechanism associated with the
infrastructure to fairly distribute the benefits of development between jurisdictions, the
opportunities for collaborative development may not occur.
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Cities may chose to recoup outlays through “development impact fees.” This is a
preferred method in cases where the impacts of development seem excessive. The village of
Naperville, Illinois first levied such fees in 1969. Development interests subsequently challenged
this practice. In finding for the right to assess such fees, the Supreme Court found that
development costs were “often a matter of intergenerational equity—today’s are being taxed to
provide benefits to tomorrow’s residents and businesses.”69 However, the Court left it up to
individual jurisdictions to determine the level of assessments, which are rarely close to the full
costs of services. Instead of directing the funds raised for redevelopment incentives, these
resources are used for general purposes. Also, the impacts are regional but the developments are
local. In this case, it is essential to have a regional mechanism to levy these fees on a consistent
and extra-jurisdictional basis. When there is no such tool, it is all too easy to play off
communities against each other.70
3.
The rapid pace of change
The pace of these challenges is fast, perhaps faster than we are currently able to cope with.
Overall, the American economy is converting over 1 million acres of farmland per year to
development, the equivalent of five family farms per day. Trends in global ownership of
traditional “home-town” industry and corporate restructuring are equally rapid. In the past year,
for example, South Florida watched as NationsBank, which in turn is merging with Bank of
America swallowed Barnett Bank, aka “Florida’s Bank,” This transaction, valued at $85 Billion,
resulted in a Community Reinvestment Act commitment offer of $350 Billion. The same week
that the NationsBank-BankAmerica merger was announced, Bank One and First Chicago/NBD
(which was created just a scant year ago) announced a similarly scaled merger. Both mergers
were dwarfed by the proposed marriage of Citicorp and Travelers Insurance, a deal valued at
$700 Billion and a definitive step toward a consolidated financial services industry. A large sign
across the parking lot of a remaining community bank in Chicago reads, “Bank Merger Victims
Welcome Here.”
As traffic threatens health and we continue to age, “gated communities” replace
traditional patterns. Researchers have found that the portion of new planned developments
surrounded by security gating has grown to one out of six. This has occurred in just the past two
decades.71 As school-funding disparities increase while both the “baby boom” population and
record immigration rates overwhelm older systems, the increasing lack of quality school choice
drives outward migration even faster.72
4.
Inequality, racism and poverty
The sustainability dialogue has been mostly a white, upper middle class dialogue, with few
connections to urban, non-white and low-income populations. Looking at sustainability in urban
centers forces us to deal directly with the tensions between the capacity to plan for the long-term
future and the need to deal equitably with the survival needs of today.
America is becoming older overall, with more kids in school, and considerably more
culturally and racially diverse. In the 1990’s, immigration has contributed almost one-third of
total population gains. Of the nearly one million immigrants entering each year this past decade,
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half are from Latin America and one quarter is from Asia. Almost three-quarters settle in just six
states: California, New York, New Jersey, Florida and Illinois. As of 1990, 93% of the foreign
born population lived in metropolitan areas. Just eight metropolitan areas received the lion’s
share: Los Angeles-Southern California, New York-New Jersey, Miami-South Florida, Chicago,
Houston, and San Francisco-Bay Area These “gateway” cities, each of which received over
100,000 immigrants during the 1980’s, are home to 71% of the foreign born who arrived during
the 1980’s.73 A recent National Academy of Sciences panel found that on net, the overall
benefits of this level of immigration are positive, including long-term workforce development,
while the short term costs of rapid influx pose fiscal challenges on these gateway cities and
states.74 .
Fueled in part by this influx, the minority population is projected to increase by 16.5
million during the 1990’s, and is expected to account for more than three-quarters of the
population growth between 2000 and 2010. Combined with slower growth of the white
population, these trends will boost the minority share of the US population from 24% in 1990 to
32 % in 2010 and almost 50% by 2050. In Chicago, of the projected 1990-2010 population
growth of 1.8 million persons, one million will be Hispanic, who will most likely settle in the
suburbs.75
We are now approaching the two decade mark in the history of documentation of the
disproportionate burden of environmental health risk borne by the poor and particularly by
people of color.76 These same populations have borne the effects of displacement due to siting
of expressways, major sports arenas and specialized facilities built for Olympics, conventions
and World’s Fairs. Central city minority householders in many regions earn only one-half to
two-thirds the amounts their suburban cohorts are earning.77
The ability to directly address these inequities is confounded by the limits of political
systems. Much the way that sprawl has resulted in disinvestment from older areas in favor of
investment in new ones, so has the political result—as reapportionment occurs, newer districts
tend to cover areas with growth oriented interests at the expense of the interests of older, smaller
and more land-locked areas.
The strong concern expressed by advocates of metropolitan governance regarding the
fragmentation of local government masks an even stronger concern of central city residents of
under-representation. For example, the city council in Chicago has one elected representative, a
ward alderman for every 50,000 residents, while the city councils of suburbs just over the border
such as Evanston and Oak Park, with approximately the same populations each as a Chicago
ward have one elected representative for every 5,000 residents—and their own “community”
(albeit municipal) budgets.78 The high degree of centralization of central city services which
results from this kind of situation can leave residents and businesses feeling powerless to deal
with their everyday concerns about crime and school quality, often described collectively as
“push factors” leading to outmigration.
Another inequity apparently results from the way in which reapportionment in the House
of Representatives occurs. While as a nation we are both spreading out and growing in
population, the number of congressional representatives is fixed. As one recent impassioned
organization to the President’s Council on Sustainable Development testified, “do the math!” 79
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A recent study by Hal Wolman and Lisa Marckini of central city representation in Congress
finds that over the past forty years, not only has central city effective representation declined, but
that “suburban representatives are now firmly in control of the House.” 80
A study of central city representation on the governing boards of Metropolitan Planning
Organizations, which control significant resources for transportation planning and investment,
found that while central city residents comprise 34% of the population, they are represented by
just 5% of the votes.81 Myron Orfield has studied tax policies in twenty-two major metropolitan
areas. The studies show that as a result of these demographic patterns, the tax bases generating
resources for schools and for infrastructure are being siphoned off from older and more central
areas, where most people of color reside, to the benefit of newer and more distant communities.82
A forthcoming study by the Surface Transportation Policy Project and others documents both the
place-based and the civil rights effects of forty years of transportation decentralization in the
Cleveland and Chicago regions.83
5.

Non-recognition of the Assets of Place

In many of the examples noted above, the assets described are overlooked. This often happens,
in part, because official systems for detecting and tracking activity are focused on change and not
on stability or on enhancement of existing capacities.
In Part I above, I cited the benefit of concentrated workforce. Typical reporting of job
opportunities is on the growth in new jobs in low-density areas located far from where people
who need work live. This kind of reporting would be more accurate if it observed that the
majority of job opportunities are replacement jobs at or near the traditional locations for
employment. The debates over the future of transportation regularly make much of the demand
for larger cars and houses and of the growing number of households with 3 or more cars each,
but fail to track either the large numbers of Americans who enjoy mass transit and get by with
either 1 car or no cars in their households, or the majority of households who seem to “get by”
with dwelling units of considerably less than the 2300 square feet of living space on a footprint
of 1 or 2 acres.
The same statistical challenge confounds the debates over natural resource utilization.
The official reporting system for mineral resource availability tracks untouched resources only,
and the reports of available supply, whether the subject is iron or gold, are in terms of “years
remaining.” The same sources do report the fantastic growth in demand for recycled or scrap
materials, but do not, for example, pick up the extent of the cumulative “mine” of available used
materials in scrap piles, buildings and equipment. Two-thirds of the weight of new materials
entering the economy is for construction and less than 10% of this total comes from scrap, even
though the majority of materials ever mined reside in our existing buildings and infrastructure.
America’s cities are its largest mine, yet used materials are officially labeled “speculative or subeconomic resources.84 One estimate is that the amount of steel and iron sitting in scrap piles is
eight times annual ferrous metal consumption. Federal subsidies paid from local taxes continue
to underwrite truly sub-economic and capital intensive mining, mostly in Western states and
internationally, preventing the mobilization of resources for further growth in more laborintensive and community supportive local land and materials recycling.85 And since the stock of
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used and reusable materials is distributed in the very places where people are settled, the
potential supply market for materials from recycling exists in a ubiquitous (that is, everywhere
equally available) geographic pattern.
An additional failure in community asset appreciation is in the realm of what is
increasingly called “social capital.” Social capital refers to the norms and networks of civil
society that lubricate cooperative action among both citizens and their institutions: without
adequate supplies of social capital—that is, without civic engagement, healthy community
institutions, norms of reciprocity, and trust—social institutions fail.86 There are no mainstream,
officially recognized “censuses” of organizations and networks, and so there is controversy over
whether social capital is stable, increasing or eroding.87 At its most formal, social capital is
represented by government, and at its most informal, by very intangible interpersonal
relationships. In efforts to describe the elements of “what works” in addressing economic and
ecological challenges, it is critical to remember that there are people in the picture we’re trying
to paint. So it is unlikely that our efforts to maximize community assets can be effective without
the continued reinvestment in our social assets.
Whether the assets we are concerned with are economic, ecological or social in nature,
the problem that we need to come to grips with is the need to recognize our stocks of capital.
Ecologists regularly who regularly analyze the relationships of human and non-human
communities distinguish between stocks and flows of natural and non-natural capital.
Economists who are struggling to imbue a sense of importance to assets such as knowledge and
ownership are turning to ecological metaphors to similarly distinguish the stocks of these assets
(i.e., how much of the asset is there) from their flows (how quickly and in what ways are these
stocks changing). Social scientists, civic leaders, community organizers and journalists are all
beginning to use asset-oriented language and concepts to reinforce the importance of
organizational stocks.
Why is this concept so critically important? First, an orientation toward assets and stocks
carries the sense of accomplishment in the past, and can therefore aid in the equally critical task
of goal setting and orientation toward the future. Second, an asset is something that can be
invested in, borrowed from, and improved. Third, using assets and stocks as opposed to just
flows to depict status is a truer picture: much as a business entity must augment a profit-and-loss
statement with a balance sheet showing assets, liabilities and equity, communities can better firm
up their understanding of what they are worth by constructing a balance sheet reflective of their
full range of assets. Overall, by focusing on community assets a more complete picture of
collective motivations for change can be created, increasing the likelihood that strategies for
change can both enjoy widespread support and succeed.
What are some examples of how this orientation could help us not only detect and
appreciate our assets, but put them to use? Some good examples are in the work to increase the
efficiency of natural resources (materials, water and energy) including reduction of emissions
and pollutants.
The current fleet of cars and trucks use only 1% of their fuel energy to move the driver.
An incandescent light bulb converts only 3% of power plant energy to light, and only 1% of the
materials we mine or reuse are actually put into and remain in the average product more than six
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weeks after sale.88 We are still wasting at least $250 Billion per year worth of energy, enough to
increase personal wealth by more than $3,000 per family per year.89 The extra car-per-household
that is necessary in less accessible communities is a major reason why transportation is the
“number two” household expenditure after housing. This expenditure is more even than is spent
on food and up to three times what is spent on medical care) represents a similar family
economic drain worth another $3,000 to $5,000 per household.90 In regions such as Chicago, the
ability exists to reuse the carrying capacity of existing serviced land (land with infrastructure
largely in place). This opportunity is exists in both the central city and an in its suburbs. The
asset is large enough to accommodate the next million households. Over a thirty-year period this
more sensible land use pattern would avoid at least $50 Billion in unnecessary new infrastructure
investment (some $15,000 per resultant household) and capture new tax base for schools and
basic services worth tens of billions of dollars more.91
In a sense, the failure to use resources as efficiently as is theoretically possible at the
local level translates into a burden, numerically the equivalent of a $20,000 to $25,000 hidden
mortgage on every household in the greater Chicagoland region. These amounts are in addition
to the social costs associated with continued decentralization and abandonment of existing
communities and the opportunity costs associated with not reinvesting and capturing their
potential efficiencies.
Another way of considering the potential benefits of recognizing existing communities is
at the aggregate levels of the region, the nation, and the world. The World Bank recently
estimated the value of existing infrastructure stock in the cities of developing countries—
including water, sanitation, roads, bridges, public lighting, and traffic signals—to be on the order
of U.S. $3 Trillion. The annual investment in these sectors, that is, the flow, is on the order of
$150 Billion. An increase in the benefits coming out of this investment by only 5 percent per
year would be equal to the entire flow.92 The annual transportation expenditure in 1992 in the
United States was approximately $1 Trillion. Of that total, only $160 Billion was from federal,
state and local government, and of that amount, approximately $30 Billion was the federal
contribution. An increase of 3% in the “transportation efficiency” of the economy would equal
the entire federal investment.
The job creation effects of rising to this challenge in a coordinated fashion could bring
every community in each major urban region to full employment. Reaching full employment in
this manner, where the conservation of existing communities and resources drives collective
investment, is also the most likely way to actually reach attainment of environmental and climate
change goals. For example, some of the best news in the economy is that environmental
industries (ranging from manufacturing of energy efficiency products to cleanup services to
“green services”) are growing more quickly than the economy at large (4% per annum). This is
already a significant part of the economy: there are 34,000 jobs in the Chicagoland area with
wage levels typically starting at $15 per hour.93 The impressive jobs figures for local
environmental industries are part of a larger national trend: a growth from $20 Billion in 1972 to
$171 Billion in revenues in 1996.94 During roughly the same period, energy savings have cut
America’s energy bill by at least $150 billion and carbon emissions by one-fourth.95 OECD in
1991 estimated that, per capita expenditures in environmental goods and services were $313 in
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the U.S., $214 in all OECD countries, and only $8 in the rest of the world. 96
The personal asset development effects of rising to this challenge are equally significant.
Creating standing for communities in the markets which improve the environment and that
counter sprawl and disinvestment also creates a venue within which value can be captured
directly to the benefit of individuals and families. This is an area where the work to create
individual asset accounts (IDA’s) becomes vitally important. Several contending proposals for
reform of Medicare and Social Security financing are also based on this same logic.97 If we can
identify an appropriate method of transferring the tangible benefits of capturing the intangible
assets identified above (both the benefits of reuse and community and the avoided costs of
excessive resource use) as an outcome of our market development experiments, then it should be
possible to craft a value-capture strategy for families and individuals directly as a result.
6.

Recognizing the Special Benefits of Social Capital and Place

If these efficiencies and distributed benefits can be achieved, then they are certainly worth
striving for. But if we can’t recognize the potential benefits as achievable, we’re unlikely to
strive towards their achievement.
So what is the barrier to their recognition? It seems that the failure on the part of
decision-makers to recognize the social benefits of place might be the most significant barrier of
all.
The principal barrier to recognizing the benefits of place might be termed a failure of the
imagination. The pragmatic example of this is the assumption that finding new ways to develop
the economy will necessarily entail high transaction costs. The associated assumptions are that
(a) entirely new organizations will need to be formed, (b) new forms of transactions created from
scratch, (c) new systems of tracking and verification assembled, and (d) new subsidies approved.
A good example of how these observations might help new, place-based markets to
develop is in the emerging area of achieving emissions reduction and air quality benefits. Air
emissions are largely a function of excess energy use, and the strategies for reducing energy
include cleaner technology (equipment, products, vehicles), cleaner fuels, and reductions in
demand (locating people and what they do closer together to reduce transportation demand,
designing buildings to require less energy, etc.). There is a growing belief there is a limit to how
much of the problem can be addressed by strict (aka “command and control”) regulation alone.
The law on clean air enables the creation of a system to credit for voluntary actions, which can
achieve national goals, which in turn supports the notion of a more “market-based” approach to
improvement. This system has worked well in substantially reducing sulfur dioxide emissions
from power plants, and chemical and metal refineries. There is interest in creating such marketbased approaches to help engage a broader range of emissions sources. However the majority of
further improvements will need to come from a large number of smaller sources, as opposed to
the smaller number of large sources that have been the previous focus of air quality regulation.
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Assume we’re organized. First, transaction costs associated with the means of organization are
only prohibitive if we assume that the world is unorganized. On the contrary, we know that
human activity is highly organized, and both social capital and business networks may be more
highly evolved in the Great Lakes region than in any other part of the country. Such
institutionalized ingenuity can make change happen rapidly. It took less than three decades for
retail franchising to dominate small business start-ups, less than two decades for pre-paid health
maintenance organizations to dominate medical insurance, and a similar period for secondary
market securitization to dominate housing credit markets. There is increasing evidence that older
and more geographically accessible areas with well-established networks utilize resources more
efficiently, and therefore there is a “hidden asset” which can potentially be harnessed to attain
environmental goals. A special opportunity may be constituted in the emerging interest in
aggregating purchasing power for electricity, which could be linked to demand and emissions
reduction incentives. Finally, reductions on the “supply side” are not free, and it may be that net
organizational transaction costs are low compared to the costs of certain kinds of supply side
improvements. For example, electricity from renewable energy in most of the Midwest will
remain prohibitively expensive until demand is substantially reduced. If the costs of organization
are relatively low, the advent of aggregation will enable quicker air quality and greenhouse gas
improvement than can be expected from new technology alone.
Adapt existing transactions. Second, not all transactions needed to envision a marketplace for
emissions reduction require de novo creation. The work of many parties within the financial
services community to create location efficient mortgages and insurance policies and to modify
information flow and rules to recognize resource efficiency, are illustrative of a class of valueadded, transaction modifications that make the most of existing systems of exchange. Evaluation
work from the utility industry demand-side management programs highlighted the value of
associating incentives with recurring billing cycle transactions. Work by Don Shoup at UCLA
suggests that time-of-sale real estate transactions could hold the key to wholesale environmental
performance commitments.98 The emerging literature on the value of credit counseling to
household asset development and financial services underwriting also suggests that market
behavior can change effectively with small incremental investments in information at the
household and community levels. The blurring of the lines between financial services and
telecommunications services and the growth of small user Internet access are but two examples
of the rapid growth in information infrastructure in place.
Learning new ways to verify. Third, the debate over satisfying measurement and verification
requirements can benefit from analogous work within disparate fields. These range from
demography (the census debate on sampling), retail market enhancement (the discovery of the
aggregate purchasing power of lower-income communities), statistical process control (the shift
from measuring final product quality only to measurement of work-in-progress), to industrial
ecology (the identification of common assets and benefits shared among multiple parties). In all
these cases, indirect, sometimes unobtrusive and less expensive measures are used to
complement the very expensive, inflexible and real-time continuous assessments that have
traditionally dominated each respective field. In addition, the rapid evolution of geographic
information systems holds special relevance and promise for the proposed activity. Much as
maps and commensuration led quickly to the development of property rights (both individual and
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in common), GIS systems make it possible to identify the place-based benefits of environmental
quality, and the economic and environmental benefits of community improvements.
Reduce the costs of transacting. Fourth, on a dollar-per-ton of emissions basis, it may actually
be less expensive to target a large number of smaller sources than a small number of large ones.
This is partly due to the relatively high capital cost of technological requirements for large
emitters. It is also partly due to the summary effects of twenty-eight years of strict regulation
(most large sources have exhausted their inexpensive options and further improvements are
costly, whereas small sources are typically at the beginning of their learning curves). Finally, it is
partly due to the opportunity costs of not investing close to the end-uses of energy and resources
and the unwillingness to count derivative economic and social benefits which prevent effective
cost-sharing across purposes, sectors, networks, and communities.
Addressing the Barriers. This example and more generally these considerations suggest that a
broader and more inclusive marketplace can and should be created. There are practical barriers
to creating one at this time, which we believe are addressable.
The evolving nature of the networked economy makes it hard to expect that the
“marketplace” will easily recognize the value of place. “Dis-connection” occurs with respect to
place: reconnection requires new forms of ingenuity and incentives for this to occur. Practices in
which communities struggle to recognize the value of place include historic preservation,
geography, community development, community organizing, and regional economics, among
others.99 This calls for social capital. Here again, existing communities bring a set of assets that
make it possible to succeed. So what are the social capital and learning assets of place?
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III. Intangible Assets: Social Capital and Place
Making Place Matter: Recognizing the Value of Urban Assets
Healthy communities do for people what ecosystems do for the rest of nature: provide a measure
of stability and positive synergy in the otherwise chaotic lives of individuals. They also provide
the means for recognizing mutual gain so that commitments to social and economic systems that
inclusively benefit community members can occur.
Much as high-performance companies look into the future to anticipate changes in the
market and technology, investment in continuous knowledge creation can build a collaborative
advantage for communities and local markets.
Knowledge creation occurs when a community or an organization invests intentionally in
understanding explicitly and tangibly what may previously have been vaguely, intangibly and
tacitly understood.100 It also occurs because of the desire to make the things that matter to
people and communities count: quality of life considerations such as a clean environment,
convenience and access, a sense of community and place, a labor force and job access, all
represent values held in common that can lead to new economic opportunities through market
development. By taking the time to understand and more explicitly value these assets, we can
both express and aggregate the many quality of life demands as new goods and services, and
build systems to deliver these in the places and communities that need work.
In the example cited at the beginning of this paper, the insurance industry was developed
out of the explicit recognition of risk. The industrial revolution was made possible in part by the
recognition that what steam engines were good for was work: by developing measures of work
as “horsepower equivalents,” it became possible to finance the value of what the engines did
rather than the cost of the engines themselves.101 Grain elevators and refrigerator trucks may
have been the technological edge enjoyed by the young industrializing Chicago, but it was the
ability to commodify and monetize (value) into the future what these were worth that enabled the
central development of the futures exchanges.102 No less than today’s emerging derivatives
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markets do for Wall Street (or than the original coining of “money” as representing exchange
value thousands of years ago), market development depends on the ability to recognize and
systematically understand hidden values and assets, however intangible or tacit, and to create the
systems within which new value can be captured.103
Markets develop according to the definition above of knowledge creation. However, not
all efforts at market development succeed. Observers of how markets typically fail have
developed lists of obstacles to effective market functioning, including: capital misallocation,
organizational failures, regulatory failures, informational failures, long developmental lead
times, risk averse behavior by consumers, high levels of risk and uncertainty for potential
producers in startup industries, perverse and split incentives, false or absent price signals
(markets are good at setting prices but terrible at recognizing full costs), incomplete markets and
property rights.104
A good example of the implied confusion arises in the public health field, particularly in
the determination of the health effects of cities and regions. Respiratory ailments are on the rise,
and the frequency distribution reports are aggregated at the level of city and region.105 The risk
factors of air pollution are mostly and increasingly associated with emissions from motor
vehicles, including both cars and trucks.106 Most of the use of vehicles is to move around and
between cities, rather than to facilitate circulation within. The failure to clearly perceive and
report this situation perpetuates a “density is bad” myth.
Similarly, the bulk of time wasted in congestion occurs either in the newer suburban
areas, or by travelers choosing to travel in their cars rather than by more reliable means between
cities. Typical journey to work travel times are lower for residents in older, more densely
populated and accessible areas, but this benefit is masked statistically by large area aggregated
reporting.107
A third example, also regarding public health, relates to the health benefits of a more
pedestrian friendly environment. People who walk more tend to drive less. The Centers for
Disease Control finds that the physical activity associated with walking is associated with lower
rates of both morbidity and mortality from atherosclerotic disease (heart disease and stroke).108
They also find for the population at large that when corrected for density, the risk of pedestrian
accidents (crashes) may be lower in older and more densely populated areas with good amenities
(sidewalks, signage, rules) as compared with newer areas which may lack these amenities
altogether. An analysis by the Surface Transportation Policy Project of the relevant data basis
found that the most dangerous places in America to walk in fact are neighborhoods (such as
much of Florida) that were built without sidewalks. Their finding for these areas was that
irrespective of income, “you are much more likely to be hit by a car that to be attacked by a
stranger with a gun.” 109 It appears that neither the health nor automobile insurance underwriting
industry is currently able to incorporate such understanding.
Dense connections and opportunities for rapid learning
Because of their compact nature, cities offer enormous opportunities for interaction and learning
between individuals and organizations. They may contain the largest stocks of social capital, as
represented in community and civic organizations, knowledge-based industries, independent
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journalism, and inter-generationally endowed institutions with local interests such as libraries,
universities and philanthropy.110
Several researchers have suggested that it takes more than just human capital to address
economic inequities. Paul Romer distinguishes human capital from ideas, which he defines as
“the instructions that let us combine physical resources in arrangements that are ever more
valuable.” 111
Thomas Homer-Dixon defines ingenuity as a key ingredient, defined as an aggregate
supply of ideas that a society applies to its practical problems. In particular, he suggests that the
supply of technical ingenuity “depends on an adequate supply of social ingenuity at many levels
of society. Social ingenuity is key to the creation, reform, and maintenance of public and
semipublic goods such as markets, funding agencies, educational and research organizations, and
effective government.”112
Human ingenuity is usually so abundant that it hardly seems remarkable. On a daily
basis, for instance, an average city receives an uninterrupted and seemingly coordinated supply
of thousands of tons of food, fuel and materials. The amount of ingenuity needed to run such a
system is not the same as the amount needed to create it, because at any one time a vast array of
routines and standard operating procedures guide people’s actions. But the system and its
countless elements are the products of the incremental accretion of human ingenuity. Many
small ideas and a few big ones have created them over time. A survey conducted for a group of
national foundations of “Innovations in Metropolitan Cooperation” by Julia Parzen identified
hundreds of emergent collaborative efforts.113 Their characteristics were that they tended to be
public-private partnerships; supported by the sense of urgency on the part of civic leaders;
creatively configured to be representative, inclusive and diverse; and “custom-designed” to
address the issue at hand.
None of the ten “tangible” assets listed above would be possible without the simultaneous
existence of and long-term investment in social capital, that is, in the systems, institutions,
relationships, collective knowledge and rules which make change and improvement possible.
In the book Built to Last, James Collins and Jerry Porras identified the attributes of
organizations that have lasted one hundred years or more. The two most fundamental attributes
were a clear and unwavering sense of purpose, and a commitment to continuous and periodic
improvement.114
A more complete “balance sheet” of the assets of cities and communities must therefore
include such intangible assets as community and the sense of place; local knowledge creation
and support for invention and ingenuity; values held in common and a culture which support
these values; an orientation towards the future; and a commitment to equality and continuous
improvement.
Best Opportunities for Self-Actualization and Community Transcendence
A truly sustainable society is one that honors the human need for self-actualization as well as
providing the conditions for physical survival. Abraham Maslow suggests that human needs
form a “hierarchy,” ranging from physical survival and safety to self-actualization. Gratifying
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lower levels (e.g. ensuring safety from harm) creates less resistance to focus on higher levels
(e.g. self-actualization).
Work on sustainability needs to be done in this context of the full range of human needs,
not just the needs for physical survival. This broader focus is the natural outgrowth of the
connection between sustainability and human learning. Learning cannot happen if our higher
needs are not met. Thus building the “adaptive capacity” of human beings requires worrying
about more than just our physical survival.115
If we either fail to penetrate deep enough to the hidden positive values that motivate what
we do, or simply fail to see or appreciate the full range of values that are important to us and
other people, we may fail to understand what is motivating the more tangible and seemingly
threatening trends.116 On the one hand, people seem to respond favorably to well-designed
presentations of imagined futures: whether the subject is the Chicago Auto Show, or the
Futurama exhibit at the 1939 World’s Fair, people seem to thirst for immediate access and
beauty, in a word, transcendence.117 On the other, surveys of suburbanites seem to suggest that
the communities to which people are moving actually have the kinds of values which people are
seeking: community and a sense of place embedded in the natural landscape, proximity to rural
ways of life, schools that work; and that people believe that rather than “running away” from the
city and older places, they are “running to” community.118
There is an emerging renewal of appreciation for a sense of place in the aesthetic sense of
the term. In this sense, social history is embedded in urban landscapes. Dolores Hayden has
documented how “place power” carries a cultural and historical sense.119 It carries the resonance
of homestead, location and open space in the city as well as a position in a social hierarchy. An
individual’s sense of place is both a biological response to the surrounding physical environment
and a cultural creation. People make attachments to places that are critical to their well being or
distress. Children show an interest in landmarks at three or earlier and by age five or six can
read aerial maps with great accuracy and confidence. Space is shaped for both economic
production—barns or mine shafts, or piers, or a factory—as well as for social reproduction--housing for the workers, managers, and owners, a store, a school, a church. As the town grows,
configuring streets and lots formalizes the earlier uses of land and path systems. This leads to
infrastructure such as paved roads, bridges, water systems, streetcars, and railroads, all of which
have substantial environmental effects.
All of these different kinds of private and pubic planning activities and public works have
a social as well as a technological history. People fight for and against them. People also
construct and maintain them. Long after community character has changed or disappeared,
people celebrate cultural heritage. They can do so formally and institutionally, as in the case of
cultural museums and oral history projects.120 From 1984 to 1992, The Power of Place was a
small nonprofit corporation whose purpose was to situate women’s history and ethnic history in
downtown, in public places, through experimental, collaborative projects by historians,
designers, and artists. “Rediscovering the African American Homestead” traces the Biddy Mason
project where author served as director and historian. “Reinterpreting Latina History at Embassy
Auditorium” discusses the reinterpretation of a union hall used by Latina and Russian Jewish
garment workers. “Remembering Little Tokyo on First Street” covers the creation of a historic
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district of small businesses launched by Japanese American immigrants. All these cover practice
as well as theory: public art, dialogue, oral histories are used to remember and to reproduce
public space.
People also celebrate community more informally. The powerful attachment to places
that may no longer exist physically or socially is expressed as reunions. In older African
American communities in Atlanta, annual reunions have become a method of celebrating and
remembering community. For example, in the small neighborhood of Cabbagetown (population
1,200), the 1991 annual reunion drew 30,000 participants.121 On Chicago’s near south side, there
is significant community redevelopment of the Bronzeville neighborhood around traditional
African American landmarks and cultural institutions (newspapers, music clubs, locally owned
insurance companies).122 Using this kind of strategy to build a sense of heritage and community
can work if we build within a conceptual framework of “cultural citizenship.” As Rina
Benmayor and John Kuo Wei Tchen have defined it, an identity that is formed not out of legal
membership but out of a sense of cultural belonging.123
People also perceive and anticipate threats to community character and heritage. The
National Trust for Historic Preservation supports the enhancement of small town character
through its “Main Street America” program.124 In 1990, a coalition of organizations came
together to consider responses to the expiration of the federal legislative authority which
supports transportation investment. Each organization present gave a reason for participating in
a change-oriented process. Jackson Walters, President of the National Trust, stated: “After
completing six hundred Main Street community projects, we just found out that Wal Mart has
been following us around, and we’re not going to take it any more.”125 More recently, the
organization Imagine Chicago has formed and is dedicated to ensuring that the next generation of
Chicagoans will grow up with an appreciation for their own cultural heritage and for local
heritage as well. In the words of the organization’s founder, this should result in a world where
“nothing and no one is wasted.”
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IV.

A Newer Geography of Hope

The preceding analysis suggests that social capital is the key to mobilizing and enhancing the
more tangible benefits of communities. It is important to consider the scale at which various
kinds of activities occur, how formal the boundaries are that either constrain or enable activities,
and since the capital is social, who gets to be involved.
Consider the question of just where communities are. From an administrative point of
view, the United States is currently composed of fifty states, 3,000 counties, 24,000
municipalities and another 64,000 townships and special service districts, plus an unknown
number of wards within these towns and villages.126 From an ecological point of view, the
boundaries are much fuzzier and relate more to the distribution of natural resources: is the U.S.
composed of a handful of geological regions, dozens of airshed transport regions, or hundreds if
not thousands of riverine watersheds?127 And from the social perspective, home and
neighborhood is where you have identity (Wendell Berry: if you don’t know where you are, you
can’t know who you are). While much has been written about the “placeless” nature of the
evolving information economy, it also appears that in many ways, the newer complexities of life
require more face to face interaction than ever.128
Thinking About Small Places: Putting the Place Back Into Marketplace
What are some of the institutional forms that place-based initiatives take, and and what are the
geographies that go with these activities?
One is the arena of community economic development. During the past two decades, a
new local finance industry has emerged, consisting of some 3,700 community development
corporations, 7,000 revolving loan funds with $5 billion in assets, and a small but quickly
growing number of community development banks and development finance intermediaries.129
These non-governmental organizations by-and-large invest creatively and effectively in real
estate-based community development and, along with their funding and investing partners, have
begun to recognize the emerging nature of their respective economies. However, a recent study
by Alice Shabecoff and colleagues for the Joyce Foundation of the latent opportunities for
communities, particularly in rapidly emerging environmental markets, found that the systems
which successfully built the current community development industry are insufficiently marketoriented for community pilot programs by themselves to achieve market-scale potential.130
Another is in the effort of entire economic sectors. Some high-performance sectors that
are becoming place-based include: (1) the revived thrift industry, which just experienced its
most profitable year; 131 (2) intermodal freight, including the 400 or so regional short line
railroads on which all major shippers depend (in Chicago alone there are 900 jobs or more per
year that are not being filled that pay excellent wages with modest training requirements);132 (3)
scrap industries, now the major suppliers for all metal industries in the country;133 (4) local
telecommunications providers of high bandwidth services without which cable TV, fast Internet
service, or local telework centers are possible;134 and (5) electrical utilities, which are divesting
themselves rapidly of power plant ownership in favor of building stronger customer bases in the
communities they currently serve and thus are becoming increasingly place-oriented in their
business strategies.135
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Other signs of social asset building include the emergence of the National Community
Building Network;136 a vibrant pair of church-based community organizing networks backed by
the Industrial Areas Foundation and the Gamaliel Foundation, respectively;137 movements to
build sustainable communities and to create indicator systems which show “genuine signs of
progress”;138 the effort by John Kretzmann and John McKnight to help “build communities from
the inside out” by helping them take stock of their social assets;139 the growth of civic
journalism and the recent approval by the Federal Communications Commission of very low
wattage radio station licensing;140 the replacement of the old interstate highway authorization
with the place-oriented Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 and its
reauthorization as the Transportation Equity Act last year;141 the increasing willingness of
families to transfer both inherited and earned wealth into endowed institutions such as
foundations, libraries and schools;142 actions by Congress to remove apparent incentives to
prematurely move from and/or sell property in the 1997 tax reform act;143 and the emergence of
“smart growth” and “livable communities” policies and initiatives (during the last election, 72
percent of 240 ballot measures to save open space and other “green” resources along with almost
$8 Billion in state and local conservation spending was approved).144
Much of this progress has been fueled by the efforts of community organizers, leaders
and researchers to “disclose” a trend, an inequity or an opportunity that was heretofore poorly
understood or “hidden.”145 The efforts of university researchers to support community efforts to
disclose the systematic flow of bank deposits out of their “home” communities to newly
developing ones, a practice known as redlining, helped develop and support the Home Mortgage
Disclosure Act and the Community Reinvestment Act.146 These reports on reinvestment are now
available on demand in every federal depository institution in the country and over the
Internet.147 Similar efforts around disclosing environmental risk after well-publicized tragedies at
Love Canal and Bhopal led to the creation of a Toxics Release Inventory and a generation of
newer efforts to clean up high risk sites and redevelop “brownfields.148 Emergent efforts around
the country are developing new knowledge and awareness of tax base service inequities,
transportation accessibility, pedestrian safety, and employment matches and mismatches.
Each of these knowledge creation efforts is supported by a constituency interested in
building a sense of urgency around local threats, missed opportunities or both. These efforts are
further building the sense of connection between Big Systems and the Small Places they
purportedly serve. However quickly these improved policies and understandings are helping to
address the barriers referenced above, we have a long way to go. The high levels of risk and
uncertainty involved in developing inner-city and now older suburban markets mean that startups are much slower than desirable, resulting in a vicious cycle of waiting. Polling clearly shows
consumer desire for safer and cleaner products and more accessible communities.149 Businesses
also express the desire to operate both profitably and responsibly. Everyone wants to eliminate
poverty. But the connections do not get made fast enough, so the potential benefits remain
largely unachieved.
Approaching Regional Significance: Coordinating, Empowering, or ‘Entrepreneuring’?
The concept of sustainable development has given rise to a variety of definitions, and
increasingly, these definitions include the concepts of place and community. It is arguable that
there now exists a sustainable communities movement in the United States, with self-selected
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initiatives and/or staffed coalitions thriving several hundred jurisdictions to date, and new ones
being created almost continuously.150
Many of these initiatives are as small as rural villages, while some (e.g .,“Sustainable
Seattle” or “Campaign for a Sustainable Milwaukee”) encompass entire metropolitan regions.
All attempt to be comprehensive in their outlook, with multi-issue agendas the rule rather than
the exception.
Over the past several years, in surveying the scope of practice included under the rubric
of sustainable communities, I’ve observed that there has been considerable innovation in how
communities to decide to act collectively. These initiatives have a common goal of seeking what
might be termed collective efficacy—they anticipate and adapt with an orientation toward the
future; set goals collectively and try to keep score; value performance and flexibility over prestructured approaches; do not shy from taking on what are considered to be driving trends and
indeed seek transformative solutions; respect ecosystem roles and ecological logic; value mutual
gain; and in short, try to learn and improve continuously as a community.151
In acting this way, genuine innovations have arisen. Examples range from new kinds
information-sharing and learning networks, to strategies to balance regulatory flexibility with
performance and accountability, to new forms of financial institutions and even new financial
services products and markets.
The pace, creativity and dynamism of these usually informally- (as opposed to
governmentally-constituted) initiatives stands in contrast to the kinds of initiatives structured by
local, state and federal governments, and helps frame the challenge to local government leaders
considering their own futures.152 A review by the author (in consultation with the National
Academy for Public Administration and the Brookings Institution) of practice in jurisdictions
across the country suggests a taxonomy of major strategies being advanced in the name of
regional well being. The three major categories are: (1) regional strategy as intergovernmental
coordination; (2) regional strategy as representative of the interests of all communities and
people within that region; and (3) regional strategy as market-linked and communityresponsive.153
Most communities’ governments spend significant time with the first of these and are
struggling with (in the face of both mandates and incentives from the federal government, e.g.,
the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act and its successor the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century, and devolution of national authority to the state and metropolitan levels)
just how to make the second of these work. Most communities’ independent initiatives start with
the third strategy and seek to add value to place through both governmental and nongovernmental (including both private economic institutions and non-profit community
organizations) partnership efforts.
Let’s examine the differences in these approaches and look at their potential
reconciliation. If, as suggested above, the pace of change facing communities and regions
demands a more dynamic and performance-based set of approaches than those typical of today’s
local governmental initiatives, then it may well be that local government’s best futures are
dependent upon assuming new roles, strengthening some that are undervalued (setting
performance standards; providing information critical to issues and resource transparency,
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market development and value capture; providing new incentives for collective investment
activities, such as credit enhancement, economic valuation of environmental and community
improvement, technology access), and minimizing those which may hamper regional and
community performance, (e.g., subsidization of unhealthy trends and less-than-desirable
development patterns; structural under-representation of dis-enfranchised and older
communities; revenue distribution policies that contribute to fiscal disparities; capital budgeting
which leads to premature write-off of long-term assets).
In this context, we can consider the potential for local government to evolve in ways
which
(1) build local knowledge and help convert intangible assets such as a sense of place
and ecological integrity into tangible and motivating assets; (2) develop systems to support rapid
learning and collective initiative for mutual gain and continuous improvement, and (3) support
an enterprising and entrepreneurial culture of value generation and local value capture over the
long term.
Following is my draft taxonomy for examining the nature of efforts conducted in the
name of either regional strategy and/or sustainable communities:

1.

Least ambitious—coordinate what we have
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Intergovernmental coordination—the problem is seen as fragmentation, and the solutions
are seen in terms of administrative consolidation and political confederation
Direct service and project oriented
Public funding only—the issue is framed in terms of those resources which can be
directly programmed by governmental agencies
Initiatives are ad hoc and demand-responsive
Staff and elected officials drive it
No formal citizen standing in decision making, low on the ladder of citizen participation
Performance is judged by project completion, least-cost principles
Defined mostly by single issues
Built to serve, not to last
Little room for continuous improvement
Opportunities for value capture are either region-wide and diffuse, or apply to a limited
number of communities within the region—“regional significance” is determined by
scale
Learning opportunities are limited: planning information used is post-facto, no real time
information used
Public input is episodic, and reactive

This is the “standard model” of how the governmental and civic communities approach
regional opportunity. These kinds of assumptions drove a generation of proposals from civic and
business leaders to create formal councils of government and metropolitan planning
organizations, mostly in the 1960’s and 1970’s.154
While there is still considerable support for the idea that “regionalism” is about
consolidation of fragmented governments and public services, there is considerable innovation
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around the potential roles that government can play. In Chicago and Denver, mayors have
formed Metropolitan Caucuses to explore new roles in arenas ranging from regional air quality to
brownfields redevelopment to electricity deregulation. The U.S. Conference of Mayors and the
National Association of Counties have teamed up to form a Joint Center for Sustainable
Communities, which is helping identify and new city-county cooperative efforts around
watershed based development and smart growth strategies generally.155 There is considerable
effort going into ways to “reinvent” the provision of services: new forms of procurement which
broaden the definition of service providers to include non-governmental actors and which stretch
public dollars through new kinds of financial partnerships are becoming the norm.

2.

Incremental Improvements—take what we have and change it together
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Representative regionalism—the problem is seen in terms of representativeness and
exclusion, and so the solutions are seen in terms of new players, citizen participation,
decentralization of solutions, devolution to the local level
Broad, multi-issue orientation, some efforts towards policy changes
Funding: mostly still dealing with public resources that can be directly programmed by
public agencies, but considers innovative leverage of unusual public and private
resources
Initiatives and budgets fit within plans, i.e., planning precedes budgeting and
commitments
Driven by representative networks of community, business, governmental interests
Formal decision making is moderated by community panels
Performance is judged against community goals and scorecards, quality of life and
quality of place are considered simultaneously
Driven by multi-issue considerations
Still mostly individual investments and projects, but must be scored against long-range
goals in a plan
Flexible budgeting: goals are important, how to get there is open to innovations
Value-capture opportunities can be place-based and community-based: i.e., “regional
significance” can be achieved either by scale OR by confederating many small initiatives
aligned toward common goals
Planning information is both post facto and current: increasing use is made of real-time
information
Public involvement is early and continuous

This is the kind of vision that sparked the coalition known as the Surface Transportation
Policy Project, which so audaciously and successfully challenged the “highway lobby” and
transformed an “interstate defense highway act,” first into the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 and later the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century in 1998.156
There are challenges associated with making this model work ideally. Community
organizations and other non-governmental actors have no formal standing in the governing
bodies of regional planning organizations, councils of governments, and metropolitan planning
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organizations. Knowing just what to track and report in terms of measures of progress presents
special challenges: a recent study of the state of the art in reporting systems found numerous
special problems which arise from needing to report on the part of multiple parties.157 The
promise of flexibility is matched by the complexities of knowing how to match rules changes
with incentives for desirable behavior.
Formally designated regional councils of government, regional planning organizations
and metropolitan planning organizations belong to the National Association of Regional
Councils or one of its affiliates. It’s director, Bill Dodge, came to office after writing an
imaginative description of the past and future roles for these organizations.158 They have also
begun publishing a quarterly journal to “…illuminate regional concepts and approaches across
the social, physical and economic sectors of metropolitan and rural America.”159
While there has been considerable innovation in the operation of regional governmental
entities, there has also been considerable concern expressed as to their ability to operate
independently. As noted above, there are constant struggles to enhance citizen participation in
the membership of these organizations’ councils and committees. Given the concerns with social
equity and representation, it should not be surprising that there is a renewal of interest in the use
of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act to challenge the participation practices of regional
organizations.
In theory, and in some case practice, regional organizations can intermediate access to the
kind of knowledge needed for new products and markets around these for community
improvements to emerge. In addition to information, regional organizations can provide indirect
and sometimes direct incentives for desirable social outcomes. For example, location efficient
mortgages and insurance require regional assembly of data that may, in some areas, be ideally
suited for governmental assistance. These organizations are also required to identify, in the case
of transportation planning, control measures that can be used to offset the growth in land use and
associated traffic and air quality problems. By providing the information necessary for new
incentive approaches to be applied in their respective territories, and by qualifying these
measures as acceptable approaches to address natural resource or transportation demand
challenges, regional organizations can potentially play a valuable role.160
Despite the complexities involved, playing these kinds of roles at the regional level can
make desirable changes possible. In commenting on the potential for incenting socially
responsible behavior during the early days of environmental regulation, Jerry Rothenberg noted
that the responsibility of the public sector is to enact policies that do elicit socially responsible
behavior, and that the task for public administrators is to induce firms to act in ways that are in
the aggregate socially desirable.161 In a similar vein, Neil Chamberlain observed that incentives
for desirable aggregate behavior can go only so far, and recommended that incentive systems
would work best within the context of a national planning mechanism using social performance
indicators of the type illustrated in the HEW pioneering report, Toward a Social Report.162

3.
Ambitious—Start with what we have and
entrepreneurially to make it the best we can imagine.
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work

together

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Market-linked and community-responsive regionalism—problem is seen as needing to
“put the place back into marketplace,” and as the shortcomings of governmentally driven
policies and resources to get the job done. Leads to a commitment of new investment
practices and public policies crafted to recognize and add value to places, and new
partnerships created to help direct investment where it can do the most good.
Broad, dynamic, multi-issue, opportunity-driven orientation to systems and rules (both
policy and investment) changes
Investment banking approach to funding: full range of public and private finance tools
utilized
Performance-based planning and budgeting:
planning precedes budgeting and
investment banking approach used to assure adequate resources
Proactive approach taken to creating the necessary networks of community, business, and
government interests
Formal decision-making moderated by community panels, strong business involvement,
management by alignment
Performance is judged against community goals and scorecards, scorecards award
bonuses for exemplary performance. Quality of life, quality of place, quality of learning
and ability to adapt, are all valued
Mutual gain, multi-issue outcomes essential to approvals
Managed as a network of investments against the regional long-range goals
Innovations and continuous improvement are encouraged and rewarded
Value-capture opportunities are place-based, community-based, and market-based.
Regional significance includes inter-regional trade and idea exchange, and multi-region
consortia for targeted purposes. National and international economic institutions make
commitments.
Planning information is post facto, current, and prospective. Real-time information and
desired outcomes are used in models and scenarios. Development options are transparent
and publicly available
Public involvement is early, continuous, and expanding.

This is the kind of vision embraced by the sustainable communities movement, and
increasingly, converging with business community practice, by coalitions in which business
leadership is “rolling up its sleeves with the rest of us.163
The vision being embraced here is quite different from that of the other two categories.
Generally, the idea is one of flexible, inclusive, “just in time” social capital custom-tailored to
the problem or area at hand. Places where this kind of emergent capacity is becoming complex
and sophisticated include Chicago, where at least thirteen separate regional campaigns are in
regular dialogue; Pittsburgh, where a multi-decade effort to turn around that region’s steel-based
economy responsibly appears headed for success; and the San Francisco Bay Area, where the
civic community has successfully adapted learning and organizational approaches from the
private sector to the challenge of what is increasingly being called “civic entrepreneurship.”164
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Imagining Governance
DeToqueville is best remembered for extolling the virtues of small town government in America;
in volume 2 of Democracy in America, he marvels at the ability of Americans to organize new
institutions flexibly around goals ranging from education to business development.165
John Kirlin at USC has remarked, “Increasing the value of place is, I believe, the primary
function of governments. The highest place value is found in sustaining collective discussion
concerning the future of the affected populations.”166 In conversations with over 1,000 civic
leaders in twelve metropolitan areas in 1997 and 1998, the Metropolitan Initiative found that
while “smart growth” and “livable communities” were strong emerging themes, a rallying cry
common to urban, suburban and rural communities might be characterized as “sustaining
existing communities.”167
At the beginning of this section I remarked on the pace and creativity of the communitybased development finance movement. David Halberstam, in studying the economic trends
which changed America after the second world war, remarked on the pace of economic
innovations which made it possible for business startups to be replicated easily and rapidly.168
Apparently, we’ve been able to do for small community developers what McDonald’s does for
would-be hamburger stand operators. Given the pace of the trends which challenge communities
and regions, we need to be able to appreciate the value of rapid learning and rapid replication in
many other fields as well.
It is unlikely that today’s governmental structures by themselves will similarly rise to the
rapid pace of change which challenges all of us. The arbitrariness of administrative geographies
can’t hope to deliver the performance necessary to address the geographies of natural capital,
such as watersheds and airsheds, nor can government easily contain growth within boundaries.169
Perhaps by marrying the best of what America’s economic, social and political systems
have to offer, we can invent new venues for engagement which can stimulate people to recognize
common assets and challenges, set goals together and work through the choices to achieve
consensus, and strive to invest in these envisioned futures in ways that embody performance
tracking and continuous improvement. J.B.S. Haldane, in a paper entitled, “On the Importance
of Being the Right Size,” once pointed out that the human organism is exactly intermediate in
size between the electron and the spiral nebula, the smallest and largest existing objects.170 This,
he suggested, gives man a privileged position in the world of nature. Tony Hiss has suggested
that the amorphous idea of region may represent the largest size that people can cope with and
the smallest unit necessary for effective action.171 Two generations of “regionalists” have
suggested that centralization may be necessary to combat “fragmentation,” and in the case of
infrastructure law, we’ve observed regulations overly restrictive of local community priorities in
the name of “regional significance,” and barriers between communities, government and
business in the name of “joint development.”172
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The analysis presented here suggests that regional significance can be assembled as
meaningfully from a large number of small efforts, as from a small number of large ones. Much
as ecological thinking is influencing the practice of economics to consider the aggregated value
of activities at the level of watershed or habitat, (which interestingly is being called “expanding
the asset boundary”).173 Perhaps we need to learn to recognize the value of assets that are owned
in common including the kinds of tangible and intangible assets accounted for in this brief paper.
In long term studies of “what works” in fields ranging from community policing to local market
development, the ideas of collective efficacy and mutual gain are gaining respect.174 “Ensuring
sustainable communities” will require “learning to sustain,” which in turn will require learning to
“do it together.”
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V.

Conclusion: Making Community Count

Cities, regions and communities need new strategies to counter disinvestment and to capture the
benefits of market change.
Traditional strategies of growth management can be enhanced by new analysis, creating
scorecards to identify disparities at both the local and national levels, and crafting policies and
coalitions to address these.
A complementary approach is to identify reasons that can be appreciated by market
institutions for reinvesting in and partnering with local economies. The intangible benefits of
communities and regions, upon analysis, can also be scored for their tangible and economically
monetizable access into home ownership opportunity, which has the potential for significant
marketplace leverage.
An important tandem benefit of this approach is to make apparent the potentially value
which can be captured at the community level.
In economic opportunities ranging from
environmental improvement to energy efficiency to transit-oriented development, support
systems for the “franchising” of opportunities, analogous to today’s housing development
finance intermediaries, are beginning to emerge. The coalescence of such new capacity with the
desire to assemble a more robust community development capacity is a dynamic phenomenon
that will require careful support and nurturing to achieve its potential.
A new research agenda that systematically identifies the previously “hidden” benefits of
community reuse and associated market valuation tools will help “put the place back into
marketplace” quickly enough to achieve a more effective urban and metropolitan strategy; the
intent of this framing is to help organize our options for strategically organizing around and
investing in sustainable communities and regions.
Scott Bernstein is president of the Center for Neighborhood Technology, publisher of The
Neighborhood Works, and a member of the President’s Council on Sustainable Development..
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